
Calculation of Reparations

These are detailed in the following table.

The first task is to estimate the total number of "adult working lives" spent as owned 
people.  (Upper section of the table).  We need "adult working lives", not total people, for 
this exercise as the amount of reparations for property seizure depends on the number of 
working lives, not total people.

To get that, I take decadal estimates of the total slave population from 1860 back to 1790.  
Using the growth rates in those years (30 percent per decade), I "pre-ject" for each decade 
back to 1610.

Then, for each decade "census", some of the people in that decade are also present in the 
earlier decade "census".  To yield total working lives, I have to eliminate such double-
counting from these decadal census totals.  

To do that, I assume that for the duration of the slavery period, the average working life of 
an owned-person was 20 years.  

This estimate may seem low. But this assumption is congruent with the “at least” spirit of all 
elements of the calculation. It also reflects that although people typically began slave work 
shortly after their infancy, life expentancy in the conditions was low, and that for the very 
large cohort which was emancipated, half of these were emancipated with half of their 
working lives still ahead of them as free people. That also lowers the average.

I use this assumption to project how many people in any decade "census" are also present in 
subsequent decadal censuses. (These are the three "working columns" under footnote 2.)  
Then, for each decadal census, I subtract the number of people already counted in earlier 
censuses to yield, for each decade, the number of "new" people.

So, for example, I assume that the 1065 people in the 1610 census were all new.  Column 2/ 
shows that of these 1065, 3/4 or 799 were still present for the 1620 census, 533 or 1/2 were 
still present for the 1630 census, and 266 were still present for the 1640 census. These 
fractions imply the assumed average working life duration of 20 years.

Thus, in 1620, of the total of 1522 owned people, 799 were still present from the 1610 
census, so subtracting those yields that there were 723 "new" people in 1620.  



Then, to continue the example, of those 723 "new people" in 1620, 542 were still present for 
the 1630 census, 361 for the 1640 census, and 181 for the 1650 census.  So to yield the total 
number of "new people" in 1630, I take the total census number for 1630 of 2,174, and I 
subtract 533 (who were counted in the 1610 census) and subtract 542 (the number of new 
people in 1620 still present in 1630) to yield the total number of new people implied by the 
1630 Census, which gives 1,099.

The same iterative process is continued throughout the slavery period, with the column 
"new" indicating the total number of people in each decade who were not enumerated in 
earlier censuses.  Totalling this yields the total number of working lives worked under 
slavery.  

On the given assumptions. and available data, that answer is 8.65 million working lives 
under slavery.

As mentioned, that is "working lives", not "people".  If the assumed working life is longer 
than the 20 years assumed here, then the total number of working lives is commensurately 
reduced, but the output per working life is proportionately higher also.  

Note that the assumption of 20 years average working life does not change the total 
reparations due. As will be seen below, if the working lives are longer, so there are fewer of 
them, but they each yield more per working life, that will be reflected by adjusting upwards 
the assumption used in the calculation for the price of an "equivalent white middle class" 
house today.  The working lives and current house price assumptions thus have to be made 
jointly in this exercise to calculate reparations owed. 

Having calcluated 8.6 million working lives on this basis, I next propose that each is owed 
compensation of two current white middle class houses.  One is for seizure of property, and 
the second is for denial of "economic agency".  The reason for valuing loss of agency in that 
way is noted in the main text. And the valuation of loss of agency using working lives 
rather than actual lives is justified by the assumption that the value of loss of agency 
depends on its total duration, rather than the number of persons enduring it.

I then assume that the appropriate white middle class house in the US associated with a 
working life of 20 years is $ 275,000. Multiplying working lives by two and by 275,000 
yeilds the total owed in reparations, US$4,7 trillion, or 23 percent of GDP.



The total African American population is 43,8 million, which is 13.4 percent of the total 
population, of whom I assume 20 percent are children, yielding an adult population of  35 
million. That yields a payout of US$ 136,000 per African American adult in reparations.

This is a “first pass” calculation designed to yield an order of magnitude. Given the several 
“at least” assumptions, this number rounds to US$150,000 per adult African American.  

Further refinements are clearly possible. These would take into account additional sources 
on population numbers especially pre 1790, other indicators of the duration of working 
lives, the demographic structure of the population that was emancipated in 1863, and the 
fact that many people, though legally emancipated in 1863 were nevertheless forced to 
continue working as slaves for longer as news did not travel or until their areas were 
liberated by Union forces. 

And critically, even if this sum was returned to African Americans, that would simply 
return property, not levy a “tax on externalities”.  The amount for that would have to be 
calculated in addition.
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